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Group therapy was valued by the nurses, occupational therapist and activities officer who worked in this
facility. The nursing supervisor of the time latter commented to me that this "was real nursing" and advised me
"to get involved in conflict" and my discomfort would resolve. The physical layout and culture were very
different from where I had come from. In my opinion, the stuff attitude toward student is an important
component in creating a positive clinical experience. Registered nurses, enrolled nurses and psychiatric
assistants outnumbered the other disciplines who had direct patient contact. However discerning a unique
perspective arising from the various disciplines present would have been difficult. Be excited, and ask a lot of
questions. I was ready to go. Good nursing and innovations did occur but these were largely due to the vision
and tenacity of a few respected individuals. As the villas of the "open side" of the hospital began to empty of
patients, nursing staff took redundancy or moved on to other jobs. Albeit the stereotypes persist, it is still
apparent and a widespread problem. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. However, I found that over the
course of the clinical experience and through observation and active participation that I started feeling less
anxious and more comfortable interacting with the patients in the facility. The reflection helps to analyze the
current situation through describing the problem. I am aware that in some areas other disciplines are claiming
the keyworker or case manager role as their exclusive domain. Conceptions of care. Some nurses I have
spoken to, view application of the nursing process as a unifying activity in nursing. I was very impressed to
see this patient bizarre behaviors during a ten minutes team meeting in which the patient flip from showing a
strong personality at the beginning, to an angry person in a few minutes later, to be an actor ,then laugh then
cry then laugh again in such a short period of time. This provided welcome respite for the remaining patients
and nurses who enjoyed the extra space in an otherwise claustrophobic and emotionally charged environment.
I have no doubt that participation in groups had a positive impact on the wellbeing of clients. So care plans,
tended to be either a team treatment plan, a client's list of goals, a list of things to do, or an impersonal entity
borrowed heavily from the text books available on the ward with vague, non-specific interventions. What is
more they shared a common language with medicine and other disciplines with a shared social science
background. Liaison with family members and community key workers was an important role for the nurse. It
was the blessing of a lifetime; I learned so much that year, and it helped me be a better student. Some of the
patients stories saddened me, while others I sympathized. For example Miss H end up in the facility as a result
of an attempt to commit suicide. Occupational therapists and social workers now fill the roll of keyworker
along side nurses in some areas. The meeting went well as we saw how each patient took their time to think
about their positives, and within the group milieu, each discussed what their strengths were. On our lunch
break that very afternoon, I went to human resources. The clinical manifestations and characteristics of the
illness were imperative to understand in order to construct a good DAR. Many disciplines such as
occupational therapy, physical therapy and social work have evolved as a result of health professionals
claiming and developing specialised knowledge related to traditional nursing activities Smith,  Street states
that we make choices from a multiplicity of choices. Each patient had his or her own unique story. Conclusion
Through the clinical experience, I have learned something new about myself. The progress notes reflected the
same difficulty that nurses had in communicating what it was they did as nurses. De-identified data were
analyzed using qualitative content analysis. Arguably nurses have always been the generic health worker.
Community, day hospital and forensic services were expanding and new roles for nurses were developing.
This has often been good for the client but has done little for the nursing profession. Other disciplines are the
ones who are changing to be more like nurses, in recognition that the continuity of care and therapeutic
potential inherent in developing one key relationship with a mental health worker is the most cost effective
and therapeutically effective way of providing care. For me the account has become a further source of
reflection. There is an obvious body of knowledge allied to medicine such as psychopharmacology which
nurses draw on and which entails certain responsibilities in some contexts.


